Case Studies:

Corporate

At Hugh Symons Audio Visual, we have the expertise to help you choose the best solution to meet
your AV requirements - and to deliver it with our trademark fast, friendly and reliable service. Some
of our customer successes:
The Solution

The Challenge
- Efficient communications are vital to success in any organisation,
but for an emergency service like the RNLI it can mean the
difference between life and death.
- Multiple Sites requiring overseeing of infrastructure and quick
targeting of issues.

Hugh Symons supplied and installed a wall-mounted
screen array system to help the RNLI team monitor
issues: “This type of equipment is so valuable to us
in RNLI’s IT sector because it helps us to keep
ahead of technical issues, whether it’s a particular email box or internet problem somewhere around
the country or an issue with equipment or supply.
“It’s also helpful that Hugh Symons are on hand for
us and we’ve always found their installation
technicians helpful and efficient.”
Since 2013 Hugh Symons has supplied a range of
40/42 and 49 inch screens and touch screens as well
as large ceiling projectors to lecture rooms and
marketing suites.

The Solution

The Challenge

Hugh Symons AV supplied and installed a Clevertouch
Pro interactive 4k screen: drawings could be viewed
clearly and easily within the meeting room, with
immediate wireless connectivity from laptops,
smartphones and tablets to share screens for project
management and to review survey photos. The screen
itself required no set-up or calibration, was
immediately connected to give full access to the
internet and was able to display a variety of files
without the need to connect additional hardware.

- Multiple engineers unable to collaborate remotely, with in-house
meetings hosted on laptop screens.
- Meetings with hand-written notes, proving time consuming and
making communication about projects challenging.

Using the Montage feature in meetings allows GAP Ltd
to have four key contributors and decision makers fully
participating. All attendees can now stream whatever
is on their devices to the main display at the same time
and without the need to struggle with cables.
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